CONCEPT
CONCEPT

ASK FOR THE MOON, AND
WE GIVE YOU THE SKY, TOO
The Mahindra XUV 500. Out-of-the-box
design. Latest-generation technology.
Interior where comfort reigns supreme.
A new SUV concept hits the road. It shrinks
from nothing, with AWD that automatically
transfers torque to the four wheels, for
driving pleasure over all terrains. Safe,
thanks to electronics that keep the car firmly
on the road and assist the driver in the most
demanding situations.

Versatile, with folding seats giving you plenty
of space for everything you need to carry.
A full-fledged SUV in every way, with a
comes-as-standard equipment list that
includes everything, even the sky, or rather,
the skies – all those you’ll see passing
overhead through the sunroof.
FOR ONCE,
CHOOSE TO HAVE IT ALL.

ESTERNI
EXTERIOR

THE MOMENT YOU SEE IT,
YOU KNOW IT WILL KEEP
ITS PROMISES
Muscular but elegant lines, as perfect for
urban backdrops as for breathtaking scenery.
Uniqueness becomes style, interpreted with
painstaking care applied to every detail. The
rugged front grille, highlighted by chrome
accents. The chrome trim of the windows
that underlines the design of the sides. The
sinuous and welcoming ‘eye’ of the front foglights, enhanced by their chrome frame. These
details encapsulate a unique personality, with
the self-confidence of being different from
the others. This strong character is highlighted
in the racing-inspired double exhaust pipes
and in the alloy wheels, becoming softer in the

curves of the wing mirrors, with incorporated
indicators and courtesy lights. Attention to all
the needs of driver and passengers alike is
shown by details such as the additional side
lights that let you see perfectly even the inside
of bends, or the illuminated sill plates. The roof
opens electrically, allowing you to become
immersed in the natural landscapes. Nothing
is left to chance, in a design in which each
line is drawn in such a way as to enhance the
harmony between beauty and practicality.
APPEARANCE IS SUBSTANCE.

INTERIOR

A WHOLE WORLD
– YOUR WORLD – FITS INSIDE
Impressive amounts of room, instantly
perceptible comfort. Starting from the three
rows of anatomic seats, designed for six
passengers to travel in complete comfort,
with luxurious leather on the W8 and W10
models. The driver’s seat can be adjusted
in 8 different ways to adapt it perfectly
to each driver’s specific size and driving
style. The ergonomic controls have been
carefully designed and the instrument
panel is a control centre that makes the
most of the on-board computer with
satellite navigation. The 7” (W8 and W10)
touchscreen also displays the rear camera

images. The right climate is ensured on all
journeys and in every season by a system
with individual vents, within the comfortable,
high-tech atmosphere of the interior “blue
ice” light. Practical storage compartments
are available to store all personal items,
even including drinks, with a refrigerated
central section. And when you want to use all
available space, the two rear rows of seats
can be folded down, to give you a completely
flat and easily accessible floor area.
FINALLY,
ALL YOUR WISHES CAN COME TRUE.

TECHNOLOGY

NO BOUNDARIES
YOUR DESIRE TO TRAVEL
TRAVEL HAS
KNOWS
NO BOUNDS

DUAL MASS FLYWHEEL – Reduces
vibrations to give a smoother drive and more
fluid gear-change. With this technical solution,
the XUV 500 engine is one of the most
sophisticated on the market.

HILL DESCENT AND HILL HOLD – On more
demanding roads, the Hill Hold Control
prevents the danger of sliding backwards at
the start of a climb, while on steeper descents
or on slippery roads, switching on the Hill
Descent Control further increases safety.

ABS - Advanced ABS + EBD with anti-roll
system and traction control is an electronic
system that ensures progressive braking
on slippery roads where there is very little
grip, preventing the wheels from skidding.
Additional safety in every season.

ENGINE - Flexibility in urban traffic, the
necessary power to overtake on highways,
the reliability of an engine tested on roads
around the world. The 2,200cc, 140 HP
mHawk engine generates torque of 330Nm,
for outstanding suppleness at the lowest rpm
and immediate response when moving off
at traffic lights.

AWD – Engine power is exploited fully by
the AWD, which thanks to latest-generation
electronic control automatically distributes
torque between front and rear axles, ensuring
traction and control in the event of poor grip.

WITH ESP
START & STOP – The engine delivers
generous levels of performance, but
consumption is limited thanks to this system
which puts the engine on stand-by 2.5
seconds after stopping the car.

WITHOUT ESP

ESP – This electronic management system
constantly controls vehicle movements and
direction and, when it senses loss of control,
it acts on brakes and drive until stability is
recovered.

SUSPENSION – The suspension has been
designed together with Lotus from the UK,
for use either on or off-road. To optimize the
road-holding of the Mahindra XUV500 in such
diverse situations, the designers opted for an
independent wheel solution McPherson at the
front, Multi-link at the rear with coil springs
and stabilizer bars.

TECHNOLOGY

SAFETY AND COMFORT AS STANDARD

INFOTAINMENT TOUCHSCREEN –
All your journey information and space for
entertainment, too, with the new multi-language
infotainment system, complete with route data.
The system features GPS and a USB port.

REAR CAMERA – Parking in crowded or
small spaces is no longer an issue, thanks to
this assistance system with standard in-built
rear camera (W8-W10) and sonic alarm that
flags up obstacles within an area of 1.2m.
PUDDLE LIGHT – Attention to passengers
is also shown by small details like the puddle
light, so that you don’t step into mud or
puddles when parking in dark areas; it also
helps should you drop your keys or other
personal items.

AIRBAG – The passive safety is exhaustive
and effective, with 6 airbags: one for the
driver and front passenger, two side and two
curtain airbags (W8-W10 versions).

MONOCOQUE STRUCTURE – The secret
of the Mahindra XUV 500’s dynamic
qualities lies in its integral frame and body
construction. The result is an excellent
power-to-weight ratio, unrivalled handling
and uncompromised driving pleasure.

NAVIGATOR – You choose your destination.
Reaching it will be easy, with route data
provided by the standard satellite navigation
system that covers 1.5 million kilometres of
roads in 1200 cities.

RAIN SENSORS – Advanced sensors detect
rain and automatically switch wipers on and
off. The system also controls wiper speed
depending on the amount of rain.

TYRE TRONICS – Instant update on any
tyre abnormalities. This electronic system
contributes to safety and extends tyre
duration.

ADDITIONAL LIGHT FOR
BEND VISION – To drive safely at night,
additional side lights illuminate bends before
you take them.

AUTOMATIC LIGHT SENSOR – Lights turn on
or off automatically, according to the amount
of light in the environment. Suddenly entering
a tunnel will no longer take you by surprise!

S P O R T PAC K A N D E N T E R TA I N M E N T PAC K

IT HAS ALWAYS GIVEN
YOU EVERYTHING.
NOW THERE’S EVEN MORE
The already abundant equipment list of the
XUV500 has been extended thanks to two
exclusive trims made for those who prefer
a sportier look or who are enamoured of
all things high-tech. The Sport Pack offers
you bold Dual Tone orange/black, white/
black, silver/black and red/black colours,
highlighted by the sporty design of the
matt-black 18” alloy wheels. The W10
Entertainment Pack has been designed
to make light of even the longest journeys,

with entertainment offered via the two
displays built into the front head rests and
the high-fidelity soundtrack of the Premium
audio system with DAB (Digital Audio
Broadcasting). Those who want everything,
but really everything, can combine the
features of these two trims and have a really
unique XUV500.
MAHINDRA XUV500,
THERE IS NO LIMIT TO THE BEST.

EQUIPMENT, TRIMS

EVERYTHING YOU WANT FROM AN SUV
Sunset Orange

EQUIPMENT
SAFETY
Double front airbag
Side curtain airbags + chest airbag
ABS+EBD
ESP with anti-roll system
Hill Hold Control
Hill Descent Control
Anti-intrusion side bars
ISOFIX hook on the second row of seats
COMFORT
Double air-conditioning system in separate areas
Third row of seats (no truck)
Cruise control with steering wheel controls
Steering wheel controls for radio and voice instructions
Electric power windows on the four doors
8-way adjustable driver's seat
Electrically adjustable wing mirrors
Electrically folding wing mirrors
Safety belts with height adjustment (front seats)
Lights with Follow-Me system
Temperature controlled compartment in the centre console
Tailgate with remote opening
Remote central locking/opening
Head rests on all seats
Glasses compartment
Interior panoramic rearview mirror
Height and depth adjustable steering wheel
Anti-glare blue windows
Electric roof with anti-pinch system
TECHNOLOGY
“Start and Stop” system
6-speed gears
Additional lights for side vision on bends
LED daytime running lights
GPS® system with 7” touchscreen
We reserve the right to change and amend the characteristics,
equipment and prices of the above vehicles.
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REAR VIEW CAMERA
DIS (Driver Information System)
Tre-tronics tre pressure monitoring
Intellipark-parking assistant with rear sensors
Automatic wiper with rain sensor
Automatic lights with intensity sensor
Integrated audio system MP3, iPod® and USB connection
Bluetooth connection
CD reader
STYLE
17” ALLOY WHEELS (4)
Anthracite diamond 18” alloy wheels (4)
Leather seats
Double tailpipe
Fog lights
Roofbar attachment
Twin-pod sports instrument panel with 3D elements
Aluminium door sill
Customized door sill with illuminated XUV500 logo
Tinted side and rear windows
OPTIONS
METAL OR PEARL PAINT
Retractable luggage cover
Metal divider for truck
Kit of chrome accents
Side scuff plates in polished stainless steel
Trailer hook
Aluminium roof bars
Kit of mats
Kit tappetini
SPORT PACK (W8, W10)
18” alloy wheels, sport design, matt black
Dual Tone paint (orange/black, white/black, silver/black, red/black)
ENTERTAINMENT PACK (W8, W10)
Premium audio system with DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)
2 screens built into the head restraints
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Pearl White

–
Moondust Silver

–
Dolphin Grey

Coral Red

Opulent Purple

Optional

Volcano Black

1785 mm

2700 mm
4585 mm

1890 mm

T E C H N I C A L DATA

FIGURES MATTER. BUT THERE ARE SOME
THINGS THEY CAN NEVER SAY
Technical specifications
Engine
Displacement / cylinders
Max power kW (HP)/rpm
Max torque Nm/rpm
Transmission
Tyes
Suspension
Front

2.2 - 16 v - mHawk
common rail VGTw
2,179cc / 4 in line
103 (140) @ 3,750 rpm
330 @ 1,600 – 2,800 rpm
6 gears + reverse
P235/65 R17
P235/60 R18 (W10)
Independent, McPherson
with anti-roll bar

Rear

Independent multi-link
with anti-roll bar

Drive

FWD (front)
AWD (with automatic switch
and control)

Consumption (l/100 km)
FWD
AWD

Combined
7.0
7.5

Brakes
Front
Rear
Body

Disc, ventilated
Disc
Monocoque construction
with 5 doors

Seats
Turning circle
Gross Vehicle Weight PTT
Towing capacity
Fuel
Vehicle size
Wheelbase
Height
Width
Length
Fuel tank

CO2 emissions (g/km)
FWD
AWD

7 with seats on three rows
5.6 m
2,510 kg
2,500 kg
Diesel
2,700 mm
1,785 mm
1,890 mm
4,585 mm
70 lits

Combined
183
197

HIGHER UP
THAN YOU THOUGHT
YOU COULD EVER GET.
Mahindra Italia belongs to an international group that operates across
various industries: cars, farming machinery, information technology,
commercial and financial services, and infrastructure development.
This group has been building cars since 1947, aiming at improving the
quality of life of drivers. Its slogan “Rise” means exactly this. RAISE THE
LEVEL OF ONE’S EXPECTATIONS, go beyond one’s limits, fulfil one’s
dreams always aiming higher.

THIS IS WHAT MAHINDRA HAS DONE,
THIS IS WHAT ITS CUSTOMERS DO EVERY DAY,
DRIVING CARS THAT TRAVEL ALONG ALL THE WORLD’S ROADS.

DEALER

www.mahindraeurope.com - info@mahindraeurope.com
Phone (+39) 06 934 900 43/51

